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Background: The helical arrangement of myocardial fibers leads to left ventricular (LV) twist that is thought to play an important role in cardiac 
function. However, it is not well known how twist affects systolic or diastolic function precisely.
Methods: In 11 open-chest dogs, apical and basal short axis images were acquired using GE Vivid 7 at baseline and during the use of an apical 
suction device (StarfishTM) to limit apical rotation. LV pressure was measured by a micromanometer catheter. Peak radial strain, peak rotation, peak 
twist and peak untwisting rate were determined using speckle tracking echocardiography and their time sequences normalized to the percentage of 
systolic duration as well as diastolic duration were also determined.
Results: After immobilizing the apex with gentle suction, tau was prolonged, end-diastolic pressure (EDP) increased and apical rotation and twist 
decreased. Peak untwisting rate was reduced (from -108 ± 23 to -81 ± 28 /s, p<0.05) and delayed (from 121 ± 20 to 136 ± 13%, p<0.01). LV 
systolic pressure, peak positive and negative dP/dt and radial strain were unchanged but basal rotation tended to increase.
Conclusion: When the apex of the heart was immobilized using an apical suction device, diastolic function was impaired with reduction of apical 
rotation and untwisting rate. These motions contribute greater to diastolic function than to systolic function. Decreased apical rotation may be 
compensated by increased basal rotation.
